Veeam Availability for AWS
Includes N2WS Cloud Protection Manager

Backup and recover your AWS instances

Amazon Web Services (AWS) provides a robust cloud platform for customers to create and deploy business applications without the financial burdens and time commitments of building and maintaining their own infrastructure.

But, regardless of the platform — in the cloud or on-premises — your applications and data are your responsibility.

NEW Veeam® Availability for AWS is the industry’s first comprehensive, agentless data-protection and Availability solution for AWS applications and data helping enterprises to reliably move to and manage a hybrid-cloud environment. This solution mitigates the risk of losing access to your applications and ensures protection of your AWS data against accidental deletion, malicious activity and outages with backup and restore for in-cloud Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) instances.

The Veeam N2WS module is a virtual appliance deployed in AWS, and the Veeam VBR module is installed on-premises. The Veeam N2WS module manages and replicates snapshots to other AWS regions. The Veeam VBR module decouples AWS instance data and stores the backups in a Veeam repository, and leveraging Veeam’s recovery technologies, you can recover back to the original AWS location, or another AWS region.
Agentless backup from AWS snapshots
Cloud-native, agentless backup and recovery using native AWS snapshots eliminating complexity and dramatically improving recovery SLAs.

Decoupling backups from AWS
Mitigate risk of downtime and data loss for your AWS workloads by decoupling data and storing backups independently from the underlying AWS infrastructure.

Restore EC2 instances
Take full advantage of powerful, reliable recovery technologies to achieve industry-leading RTOs including instant recovery, granular file and application recovery.

An unprecedented level of Availability for AWS
Veeam has revolutionized data protection and management in modern, highly virtualized private-cloud environments based on VMware vSphere and Microsoft Hyper-V.

With this new solution, Veeam is set to revolutionize data protection and management for the AWS public cloud, thus providing the most comprehensive Availability solution helping enterprises to reliably move to the hybrid cloud.

Learn more
www.veeam.com

Register at
go.veeam.com/backup-recover-aws